Abstract. Using a technical integral inequality, J. Moser proved a sharp result on exponential integrability of a certain space of Sobolev functions. In this paper, we show that the integral inequality holds in a general setting using nonincreasing functions and a certain class of convex functions. We then apply the integral inequality to extend the above result by J. Moser to other spaces of Sobolev functions. A second application is given generalizing some different results by M.
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Theorem 2 is basic to our proof of this inequality, and a simple calculation involving a concave function shows that the natural functions to consider are convex functions. Moreover, Theorem 1 shows that Theorem 2 is true for general <j> and / if and only if N(x) is a certain type of convex function called a C*-convex function.
Finally in § §5 and 6 we improve upon the applications given by J. Moser and M. Jodeit, respectively. The following theorem gives an equivalent condition that a convex function must satisfy to be C*-convex. 
Proof. First assume that TV is a C*-convex function; that is, N(0) = 0, N e C'[0, oo), N > 0, and the function <p defined by ^>(N(x)) = N'(x) is a C*-function.
If (*) does not hold, then for any c > 0 there is sequence {l"sn) such that:
(0 h -* oo.
(
We will show that for some a, c/2 < a < c, we get *({/" + aK) »£*«/"-iK).
This will imply that <p is not a C*-function, hence contradicting the assumption that N is C*-convex. We calculate from N'(x) = <M/V(x)) that (/Y"')'(j) = \/$(y)\ therefore, N'x({ln + c),J = jU" + C)S"-l-,dy + N-X(lnsn)
Ji"s" 4> (y) and N'x({ln -l)s") = N~x(lnsn) -j'"S" ~-dy.
We use the above two expressions to reduce inequality (ii) to (A) N-x(lnsn)f"S" -J-dy > N-X{(ln -^)-r"+C)S'-J-)dy.
By the way <#> is defined, l/$(y)is nonincreasing and we see and for /" large, (/" -l)/l" > 1/2. Thus <J> is not a C*-function.
We assume now that (*) holds and show that # is a C*-function by contradiction. Suppose {lns") is a sequence for which the following is true.
Given 0 < c, d < oo, then:
(b) *{(/" + </)*"} >c*{(/"-IK).
We will show that there exists a sequence {l"sn) with
where a = c/2. This contradicts (*). The inequality (**) will be true if we have
From hypothesis, this is true if we require that a = c/2, a = a + 1, and d be some fixed constant greater than c/2.
3. Let (x, 91c, u) be a measure space and, for 0 < r < oo, let Sr e 91L such that Sr. c Sr« if r' < r" and 50 is the empty set. For 4> > 0, f > 0, 1 «s q < oo and l/<7 + 1/P = 1 we will write <J>r = <p • xs,, ^(0 = W\P.^ and F(0 = (xf • MM-In addition, we always assume ||/|| ^ < 1 and \p(r) < oo for 0 < r < oo. Lemma 1. Ler A e C'[ 0, oo), A > 0, A convex, and N(0) = 0. //1 < q < oo, r/ien r/iere is a constant C, 2 < C < oo, w/n'c/z depends only upon q, such that
Proof. This proof is done by assuming 1 < q < oo and a similar argument proves 1 = q. Let 1 < q < oo, s = max;=1 2[N{ip(rj)) -N{F(rj)}] and assume r2 > r,.
To demonstrate (i) we use the definition of <J>r to get ||^ -<pr,||; =/#; -*>4i = *'(r2) -*'(r,)
The last inequality uses the mean value theorem.
(») 11/ • Xx\s,\\q < (qs/m(rx)))'/q, if N{*(!•,))> 2s, where Sx = Sr.
To prove (ii), Holder's inequality, \\f ■ Xs,\\q < 1> and tne convexity of A, imply N{F(rx)) < A{||/-XsJU'H'i)} < II/" XsJI^AW>•.)}, so A{^(r,)} < * + A{F(r,)} < * + »/■ XsJUM^C^i)>• Rearranging the terms we get (' ~ jy(/(r,)) I' < H/' X*"* < * " U' XjrN5'"*'
Now we apply the mean value theorem to x/ for 0 < x < 1,
This proves (ii).
To prove the lemma assume N{F(r2)) > N{\p(rx)); if not, we calculate
Hence 2^(r,) > (C + l)^(r,)/C > ^(r2), and the lemma is proved.
We start with (A) N{ + (r2)} -A^C,)} < a + N{F(r2)) -N{F(rx)).
The mean value theorem and the convexity of A imply N{Ur2)) ~ N{iP(rx)} = N'(i,){+{r2) -*(r,)},
A'(tj) 3» N'(S), tj>£ and tj > *(/■,).
Inequality (A) now becomes
Holder's inequality (i), and (ii) are applied to F(r2) -F(rx) to get
We now apply Young's inequality on the right-hand side:
,2' * "^ JV{*(r,)} ;>
Inequality (B) now becomes
Rearranging terms we get
Since tj > ^(rx) implies \p(rx)N'(-q) > A{t//(r,)}, the choice Nip{(rx)) > (<7 + 2qpq/p)s, i.e., C = q + 2qpq/p, will complete the proof.
Theorem 2. Le? N be a C*-convex function. There is a constant C, 2 < C < oo, which depends only upon N and q, 1 < q < oo, such that N{>p(rx)} > C mzX2N{+{rj)} -N{F(rj)} implies N{4>(r2)) -A(^(r,)} < C max tf{*(#>)} " N{F(rj)}.
Proof. This is done by assuming 1 < q < oo and a similar proof proves q = 1. Assume 1 < q < oo, r2 ^ r, and N{F(r2)) ^ N(xP(rx)}. If N(F(r2)) «j A{^(r,)), then and we are done. ii/-x^s,n;<i-[ ™f ■
We now apply the mean value theorem to xq, 0 < x < 1, to derive
The mean value theorem and the convexity of A imply We apply Young's inequality to get
We require the constant C in the conclusion to be greater than the constant C in Lemma 1. Then xl/(r2)/\p(rx) < 2 and we now have
Let p(N(x)) = N'(x). Since A is a C*-convex function there is a constant Cp < oo such that p{(l + d)s) < Cpp{(l -l)s} for 0 < d < oo, C(d) < / and 0 < s < oo.
Suppose for fixed a > 4qpq/pCp we have N{\p(r2)} -N{\(/(rx)) > as. Then i>(r2) > N-x[N{4*(rx)} + as] and
We substitute this expression into the right-hand side of (*) and get In the calculations that follow we desire to extend the domain of the rearrangement to R". Let u*(x) = u*(lXl"Wn"-x) forxeR".
Here «"_, denotes the area of the unit sphere in R", and if we denote D* to be the ball in R" centered at the origin of measure equal to D, then the support of u* is contained in D*.
We have the following The following theorem is a generalization of J. Moser [4] . 
